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oAN UNDERSTANDING of interrelationships among basic characteristics of vehicular
traffic flow, such as volume, speed, and density, is of prime importance to tle prac-
ticing traffic engineer. From the standpoint of design, a knowledge of high-flow-rate
charàcteristics is required for the prediction of highway capacity. Those concerned
with traffic operations are faced with the problem of providing an adequate level of serv-
ice; this calls for an understanding of the entire range of relationships. Development of
flow control and ramp metering techniques must be based on these functional interrela-
tionships under high-density conditions. Finally, any efforts toward developing new
roadway and vehicular technologies for the purpose of improving flow characteristics
will necessarily stem from an understanding of the present relations.

During recent years, a number of hypotheses concerning these interrelationships
have been proposed. Some researchers have relied almost completely on the-statistical
analysis of ¿ata for developing functions, while others have begun with a purely theoret-
ical concept, from which relations were derived and later tested'

It is the purpose of this paper to examine currently available hypotheses, gsing 1ig-
orous statislicál procedures to test them with a common set of freeway flow data. The

degree to which tñe various functions could be made to replicate the fuil range of the
daãa was the basis for determining which relations might be better than others, and
possibly for deciding that some should be rejected entirely.- primary reliance was placed on the results of the techniques of statistical analysis.
Where these were inadequate, however, sound judgment was applied in order to select
the most workable functional relations.

The approach selected was the regression of speed of flow against density, since the

other basic relations, volume-density and speed-volume, cannot be transformed into
linear functions for all hypotheses. The techniques of linear regression analysis are
both simpler and more trighty developed than those of the nonli.near analysis' A visual
examination of the volume-density and speed-volume relationships derived by conversiotl
from each of the speed-density regression equations was also performed.

SITE AND DATA SELECTION

To investigate the relation between speed and density properly, it is necessary to

sample traffié flow characteristics over the range of all possible densities. There are
at leist two feasible sampling procedures available: the use of fixed time periods, such

as a minute or an hour to reprèsent a data point, or the use of a specific number of con-

secutive vehicles for each Point.
Data collected during thè fixed time period represent flow characteristics during that

period, but the number of vehicles included in the samples varies over the day. During
iree flow operations a minute sampie could contain so few vehicles as to be statistically
unreliable. Onthe other hand, the use of a short time increment, such as a 1-minperi-
od, helps to insure that a nearly instantaneous picture of flow conditions is provided.
Vehiclás in the sample can be no farther apart than 1 min in time, resulting in a limita-
tion in the possible ãhanges in flow characteristics which might take place during the
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sampling period. This would imply that the dispersion of phenomena within a sample
would be minimal .

The vehicle-based sample insures that each data point represents the same number
of vehicLes. Over the day, however, the amount of time inciuded in the sample varj.es
considerably. A series of 100 vehicte samples, taken on the Eisenhower Exiressway
in Chicago during a 24-hr period, covered time spans ra.nging from approximately 3 to
50 min. The flow characteristics represented by an averageìver b0ãi., -ay noi give
a good indication of the true relationships among vehicles on ttre facility. Thä behivior
of vehicles passing a point during a preceding 50-min period may have little or no effect
on current operations.

While neither sampling basis is entirely satisfactory, the 1-min time sample isprob-
ably best for examining vehicular interactions with respect to density of flow. In cõn-
sidering the freeway as a system generating some distiibution of phenomenological out-put, as represented by vehicular flow characteristics, the regutaiity of the tiñe-based
sample is more satisfying intuitively than the continuously varying output rate of the
vehicle-based sample. The detection equipment can be set to i'look ati'the expressway
every minute and "photograph" its operating characteristics, rather than waiting uritil
suÍficient vehicles have passed and developing a time average.

A series of. t,224 one-minute observations was recorded with the pilot detection sys-
tem of the Chicago Area Expressway Surveillance Project. At the end of each minute
the minute volume, time-mean-speed, and occupancy were obtained, and density was
computed from the volume and time-mean-speed. Data were collected in the middte
lane of the three-Iane westbound roadway at Harlem Avenue on the Eisenhower Express-
way. The observations were made between 1:00 and 6:00 p.m. on four weekday after-
noons under dry weather and normal traffic conditior.rs. Thus, many of the datâ repre-
sented peak hour characteristics, while few were associated with the very lowest density
Iange.

It appears appropriate to describe the location of the study site in relation to adjoin-
ing portions of the expressway because of its effect on the flow interrelationships . For
example, if a location is studied which is not operatingatcapacity due either to lack of
demand or an upstream bottleneck, high density measuremeìts obviously cannot be ob-
tained. On the other hand, if the study site is located just upstream of á severelylimit-
ing bottleneck, mid-range density measurements may be limited or almost nonexistent.
Hypothetical speed-volume-density relations describing these conditions are shown in
Figure 1.

The study site (Harlem Avenue) is located one-half mile upstream from a botileneck.
The capacity of the downstream bottleneck, however, is only itiglrtty less than the capa-
city of tìre study site, and therefore density observations can be obtained over a sub-
stantial portion of the density range.

A disturbing feature of the original data set was that points seemed to occur in
bunches (Fig. 2), particularly inthe z0 to 4b and 6b to g4 veh/mi ranges (1) . Early at-
tempts at regression analysis with these data indicated that the conceñt"atlón of points
in a few areas resulted in equations which did not adequately represent the entire range
of the relationship. Sample densities varied considerábly over the range of the inde-
pendent variable, resulting in a biased estimate of regions represented less than ad-
equately in the sample.

Qnce the objective of any research project has been defined, a sampling procedure
can usually be designed so as to efficiently collect a relevant set of unbiasè¿ ¿ata. For
an investigation of mean free speed-the Y-intercept of the relation-a sample whose
mean density is close to zero could be chosen. Conditions around jam conõentrations
could be studied by sampling only at the lowest congested speeds. Because this analysis
was aimed at testing a number of functional relations over the full range of operating
characteristics, it was necessary to give equal consideration to all flow cond.tions 

-
which might occur.

One solution to the problem would have been to return to the field and fill in areas
which were under-represented in the original sample. The variable over which the
sample was being taken was density, in vehicles per mile. An unbiased sampling pro-
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Fìgure 3. Scqtter diogrom of selected somple of speed-density observqtions.

cedure would require that each possible density value should have an equal probability
of being in the sample. To cotlect data by turning on the detector:s for a period of 5

hours per day automatically biases the analysis against regions of the relation whose
densities rarely occur during the sampling hours.

Because of the additional expense entailed in collecting data under conditions similar
to the original sample in order to fill in the sparse areas, another technique was de-
vised. The set of L,224 one-minute observations, each on a single punch-card, was
arranged in the order of increasing density and divided into ranges of approximately 5

veh/mi. The number of observations fatling in the most sparse 5-veh/mi range was
dete:'mined, and a like number of data points was randomly sampled from each of the
other ranges . This resulted in a sample of 118 observations, with each 5-veh/mi range
containing an equal number of points. The procedure resulted in a considerable degree
of uniformity of sample density throughout the range of the independent variable, as
shown in Figure 3, particularly when compared with Figure 2. Some characteristics of
the sample are as follows:

Lowest density
Highest density

Average denSity

Lowest speed
Highest speed

Average speed

14.2 veh/mi
118.4 veh/mi

61.9 veh/mi

L2 mi/hr
52.3 milhr
29.6 mí/hr

ANALY$S OF RELATION BETWEEN TTME MEAN SPEED AND
SPACE MEAN SPEED

Data were collected by using motion and presence detectors which measured speed,
Iane occupancy and volume. Individual speeds were averaged over each minute, result-
i.ng in a time-mean-speed value. Density was computed based on the fundamental rela-
tion, volume = speed x density.
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Wardrop €) iras shown that tNs relation holds only for space-mean-speed, the speed
computed from the mean of vehicle travel times over a specified distancã; he demon-
strated that the two speed measurements could be related as lollows:

TMS_sMS+W

The use of the collected time-mean-speed data, then, introduces a bias into the values
of both speed and density. To investigate the magnitude of this bias and possibly develop
a procedure for correcting the data points, a second study was conducted at the same
Iocation, in which 224 groups of 100 consecutive vehicles were analyzed. Time-mean-
speed, space-mean-speed, standard deviations of both time- and space-mean-speeds,
and densities calculated from both speeds for each group were determined.

A regression analysis of time-mean-speed and space-mean-speed resutted in the
following equation:

SNIS = -1.88960 + 1.02619 (TMS)

r'= 0.99834

o = 0.38404

The nearness of the slope of this relation to 1.00 indicates the close correspondence
between the two speed measures (Fig. 4) . The maximum difference between the iwo
speed measures occurs at zero speed and is 1.9 mph. As speed increases the differ-
ence becomes smaller, and at 72 mph the time-mean-speed and space-mean-speed
would be equal . In addition, there was no significant di-fference in the means of the two
speed measurements at the gg percent confidence level.

A similar investigation of the relation between the densities computed from time-
mean-speed and space-mean-speed gave the following regression line:

v¡\sms -
2r-
o=

- 1.03638 + 1 .06018 (Ktms)

0.99712

0.94337

The two measurements were again found to be quite close, with a maximum ditference
onthe order of l veh/mi (Fig. 5). Therewâs no significant difference inthe means cf
the two parameters at the 99 percent confidence level.

Tests of the slopes of both of these equations revealed that they were significantly
different from 1.000 at the 95 percent confidence level; i. e . , the data indicate the exist-
ence of a real difference between space-mean-speed and time-mean-speed, a result not
unexpected considering the theoretical work of Wardrop.

In spite of these results, i.t was felt that any reduction in error achieved through
conversion of data from a time-mean-speed to a space-mean-speed basis would be un-
important when compared to the variation introduced by the inaccuracies of the data
collection equipment. For example, the range of error in speed measurement over a
1-min sample has been estimated at å 1 mph; for an i.ndividuat vehicle this broadens to
4 or 5 mph.

The conclusion from this phase of the analysis was that time-mean-speed and the
corresponding density would be used for the investigation, since this would introduce
only a minimal amount of error into the results of the study.

PRESENTATION OF HYPOTHESES

Seven proposed speed-density relationships were selected for examination. Some
have no theoretical background, bei.ng based primarily on the researcher's observation
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of a particular data set. others have considerable support; four have been shown to be

ái"uôttv related to specific car-following rules (3, 4) '

Linear Forms

Early work in the analysis of speed-density relationships, notablythatbyGreenshields

(5);;;J devoted to tttä i"iãsligatiän of a continuous linear form, as shown below:

HYPOTHESIS I

HYPOTHESIS III

K,
/

Prompted by the fallure of the continuous relation to fit data at all density levels'

"";;;å;;""rt"" 
tgi have devoted attention to the possibilitv of the existence of two or

three distinct zones, each characterizing a dj-fferent driver behavior pattern' These

;yp;ih;;"; tonow; a¿¿itionai parameters are introduced'

The assumption of linearity was adopted because of its simplicity, and although there

is no strong '¿heoreticat basisl the functio¡ may be derived from the car-following rule

in which sensitivity of the following vehicle is inversely proportÍonal to the square ofthe

inter-vehicle sPacing.

Greenbergrs Exponential Curve

In1959,Greenberg(?)postulatedanotherspeed-densitv|olm,basedonahy.dro-
dynamic analogy. tr?i6ttg tfte traffic streamãs a perfect flui-d, he combined the equa-

tions of motion urro 
"o"iin"îty 

for one-dimensional cbmpressible flow and arrived at the

following form:

I

I
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I

The parameter c is defined as the speed at which volume experiences its maximum with
respect to density.

Gazis, Herman and Potts (3) have shown that this relationship can be independently
derived from their microscopic car-following theory for the case in which the sensitivity
of the following vehicle is inversely proportional to the spacing between vehicles.

Because this equation is not defined at k = 0, it will be tested in the following more
realistic form; again, another parameter is introduced:

HYPOTHESIS IV

Underwood's Transposed Exponential Curve

Apparently disturbed by the failure of Greenberg's curve to remain finite at zero
density, Underwood (t) suggested that perhaps the infinity asymptote should be along the
density scale, since almost any jam always has some finite movement:

7

HYPoTHEsts v 7 n.? iK/"^

The parameter k¡¡ is defined as the density at which volume experiences its maximum
with respect to density. This relation can be traced to the car-following rule where
sensitivity is directly proportional to the speed of the following vehicle and inversely
proportional to the square of the spacing.

Ediers Discontinuous Exponential Form

The frequent occurrence of a discontinuity in empirical volume-density curves in the
vicinity of optimum density and the poor correlation of low-density data withGreenbergrs
hypothesis led Edie (9) to postulate in 1960 that a different car-following law applies to
noncongested operati.õn, namely, that the sensitivity is proportioral to velocity and to
the reciprocal of the square of spacing between vehicles. Consequently, he derived the
following hypothesis:

L
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HYPOTHESIS VI

This form is merely a combination of the Greenberg and Underwood relations.

Further Suggestions

May has pointed out that speed-density data from the Eisenhower Expressway in
Chicago tenâ ¡9 exhibit concauity at low densities. Guided by these observations, the

following bell-shaped curve has been suggested:

-*6f
HYPOTHESIS VII

This hypothesis has no theoretical foundation.

DISCUSSION OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

The basic purpose of this research was to make decisions regarding the relative
merits of the seven speed-density hypotheses as applied to the study data. The essence

of any experimental design lies in the development of rigorous tests which wili permit

"*u"ii.tg 
Linary decisionJ to be made. The researcher must rely on his own intuition

to decide what is expected of his hypothesis; he must then translate these expectations
into testable form.

The attitude taken in the formulation of such tests in this research endeavor was

based on the traditional philosophy of rejection. In general, such an approach translates
a general hypothesis intô severäl working hypotheses which express the various expecta-

tiõns of the researcher. These working hypotheses are structured in a test framework
and are designed to maximize the "fatsifia¡ility?' of each hypothesis. The failure of any

one workingiypothesis to meet the researcher's expectations- necessarily constitutes
rejection of tfre general hypothesis, and suggests a restudy of the theory underlying that

hypothesis.
The use of such an approach was particularly warranted in this study, for two rea-

sons.

1. Traditional applications of regression techniques tend to ignore opportunities for
veri-fication. The gõõdness-of-fit statistic (r') is generally quoted, and frequently, a

test is conducted to shed some light on the significance of the regression in reducing
variation in the dependent variable. Viewed in this limited context, regression analysis

E

r
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tends to become a self-fulfilling prophecy. The statistical design in this study has been
approached with the intention of formulating tests not only of the significance of the re-
gression considered by itself, but also of the calibrated regression model's ability to
predict independently derived parameters.

2. The basic purpose here was to compare the seven models with each other. Re-
gression theory presently offers no technique for comparing directly two regressicn
models applied to the same sample. The only alternative, then, is to develop tests
whi.ch may be applied against each hypothesis without favor, and to insist that the failure
of any one hypothesis to meet all such tests necessarily constitutes elimination of that
hypothesis from further consideration. This idea is consistent with the notion of com-
paring hypotheses in terms of their application over the entire domain of density.

Fundamental Concepts of Regression Analysis

Before introducing those statistical concepts which have been developed to cater to
the peculiar nature of this'research, it is worthwhile to review the traditional setting
of regression analysis. Suppose measurements of a valiable y are recorded and con-
siderable variation in y about its mean y is observed. Suppose that y is influenced by
an independent variable x according to some relation; if it is possible to isolate the ef-
fects of x on y the dispersion of y might be considerably reduced. Linear regression
analysis is a convenient means for accompli.shing this desired isolation.

The following diagram, which depicts this situation, provides a convenient review
of terminology and concepts which are vi.tal to what follows.

The diagram illustrates the manner in which the allowance for variation in x ïeduced
the variation in y. Such allowance reduced the di-fference between an individual observa-
tion, yi, and the mean, y, to the difference between yi and precited Yi. The equation
Y = a + bx is fitted to the data according to the criterion of minimizing the sum of the
squares of deviations about the regression line. More formally, the following equations
are solved for the parameters a and b:

=0

=0

In this fashion, the sum of squares (of deviations) about the mean is decomposed into
two components: the sum of squares due to the regression, and the resulting sum of
squares about the regression. In more formal terms,

,' 
[,ä 

(,,-",)']

* [,ä 
(,,-'r']

Ð(yi - y)' = ¡(vi -i)' + ¡(yi - Yi)'
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C orgnposite St¿tistics for. Discontinuous Regressions

The following diagram shows the same type of problem- in more general terms-'

Somegeneratretatio'nJrripî=fr"listobeiiitoaietofobservations.Therelationship
is not susceptible to lã*i¡oät appioacnes, because of its complexity' Not onlv is it non-

Iinear, but it also suffers discôntinuities. For the purely no-nlinear case, with no dis-

continuities, it is frequently feasible to perform some tránsformation upon y and'/or x

which reduces tne 
""räiiánãrtip 

io iin"u"io"*. Given discontinuities, horvever' two

fundamental questions 
""iru, 

cana discontinuous relationship be described in terms of

single statistics ? For example, can one r2 value be quoted for the entire relationship ?

And, can one decide rrr"trr""^o"'not discontinuities exist in the true relationship between

y and x?

" ro¡¿¡'Ên)

Ideally, these questions might be answered by fitting the function to data according

to the least square" ""ii"tlor, 
äescribed tor ttre íitt"u" õot". This woutd be accomplished

by minimizing the exPression

n
t [vi - r (xi; 01,
i= 1

, 0k, , em)l'

Y = / 0"e¡'

with resPect to each Parameter 0¡'
Even for ,r"ry "i*iìã-lurrctio"å 

such techniques lead to mathematics too cumbersome

to handle. The atterñatiu" "pp"oích 
would be tõ þeat each continuous regime in its

own right, and then treat the iesult as a whole. More specificaliy, the relationship

between y and X for each regime wout¿ ¡e lilted (after tiansformations, if necessary)

to its associated data according to its own least squares criterion' The results may

then be reassembleO, ur¿ singíe composite statistics may be computed for the entire

discontinuousregres'sionintðrmsof thevaluesof yi, Yi, andi' Thisapproachas-

sumes that minimizing the sum of squares about thê-regiession line for each regime is

equivalent to the morã desirable but-insurmountable task of minimizing the sum of

squares about the entire discontinuous regression. such an approach was applied in

this research.

Testing of Multi-Regime Hypotttj-'ses

Having devised a method for quoting composite statistic-s for discontinuous regresslon

models,thequestionregardinghowone.mig^htdecidewhetherthetruerelationshipbe-
tween y and x is Oiscontînuoos"o" not still rãmains. The approach to this problem was

derived from earlie"ïãìr.ïv etandt (10) on the treatment of two-regime linear regres-

sion hypotheses. He dis"usåes-two prõblems: (a) the estimation of the parameters of

a two-regime hypothesis, ancì (b) ttre possiUte *uilto¿s for testing whether the data do

in fact obey two separate regi*ós. ihe treatment of the first problem' i'e'' locating

ifr" ¡""*päint between regiñres, precludes the exercise of any tests'
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The location of the breakpoint t for two linear regimes is ascertained by maximizing
the likelihood function of the entire sample, formed by multiplying together the (normal)
frequency functions of the individual error variances, o, and or. upon apþlication of
conventio¡ral maximization procedures for obtaining best estimates of parameters ar,
à2, bt, b, and o, and or, the following expression results:

L(t) = -(L/2 + tn^,:fi) T-t lnâ, - (T-t) Inô,

where T is the total number of observations, t is a discrete variable representing the
serial rank of each observation (with respect to x), and ol and tza:re functions of t:

o1 (vi - âr *i - û1)'

g2

.t
=l \-+Zr

1= I

4.2
1

T-t

tt
i= 1

T
X (yi

i=t+1
*i - û2)'

The problem then, is to find the value of t which maximizes L(t). Because t is a dis-
crete variable, and anticipating several local maxima, the only feasible method for
determining an optimal t, trË, is a systematic search procedure. This requires the
performance of a complete regression analysis on each regime, for every selected
value of the breaking point, t.

Having established the value of trÉ, Quandt (11) examined various alternatives for
testing the hypothesis that the data obey two seþrate regimes. For this study, his F-
test recommendation was adopted. Essentially, the resulting regression equation for
regime I is applied to observations for i < t, and then to observations for i > t. The
quantities

rlt-l (a1 + b1 xi - yi)t

4t-tt (a1 + b1 x1 - yi)'

are independently distributed as ¡2 with t- 1 and T-t- 1 degrees of freedom, respec-
tively. Their ratio therefore follows the F-distribution with the given degrees of free-
dom. A similar ratio is obtained by applying the resulting regression equati.on for
regime II to observations in each regime, and forming the appropriate F-ratio in terms
of 4U- I + ?II-Z,If either F-ratio exceeds F-critical, the hypothesis of one continuous
regime will be rejected. The power of this test depends on how close the true break-
point t* is to the endpoints of the sample.

To meet the demands of hypothesis trI, Quandt's work was extended to the case of
three regimes, with the following likelihood function resulting:

L(t) = -('/, + Lnlfr T- r hâ, - (s - r) rnô, - (t- s)hô,

The appropriate tests were formulated by applying each of the three regression equa-
tions to its own regime and comparing it to the remaining two regimes. Six F-ratios

1
-02

1

t'

T
E

i=t+1
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were developed; the failure of any one ratio to exceed F-critical constituted the basis

for rejection of the three-regime hypothesis'

Tests for All Hypotheses

Regression analysis offers several statistical tests which rnay be exercised accord-

ine iã"th" pù"por" óítt" i"uòttigation. Two such tests were adopted for this study: the

F-test for significance of the rJgression and the t-test for determining whether the slope

differs from zero. For continuous regression models, these two tests are equivalent'

For discontinuous twpottt*"", howeve-r, the t-test was applied to the slope of each

regime, while the n-test was iormulateâ in t""*" of the entire regression, -according
to the methods ¿i"""""ã¿ p"ãuio""f' for quoting composite statistics for multi-regime

hypotheses.
The use of such tests in themseives does not constitute much verification power' To

p"o*ã1u independent verification, the predicted values of mean free speed for each

hypothesis *u"" tusiud io" signití"ant 
^difference from an independent measurement of

that parameter.

ANALYSES OF RESULTS

Break-Point Analysis

The first stage of the analysis was the establishment of the break-points for the four

discontinuous hypotneses accärding to the technique described-' For the three hypotheses

which required only one break-point, separate régression analyses were performed for

àach of the possibte ways in which the observations could be broken into two groups,

using a minimum 
""pt"'Jiå" 

åf O vetr/mi between alternative break-points' The result-

ing likelihood functions are shown in Figures 6, ? and 8, for hypotheses I[, IV, and vI,
respectivelY.

DENSITY (VEHICLES PER MILE)

Figùre ó. Likelihood function for hypothesis ll (2 Regime Lineqr)'
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The likelihood functions for the Edie relationship and the two linear regimes hypoth-

esis behavedquitesimilarty. While the optimalbreak-pointsof thesetwofunctions dif-
i;;i;ñ";ãiåorv los veir/íni for hypothesis II and 50 veh/mi for hvpothesis vI), both

likelihood functicns showed two loiil'peaks in the middle range of density, and these

ñk; ãiO not differ much in value for each hypothesis. tr\rrthermore, an abrupt drop

in the function occurred between these peaks, suggesting that L(t) wasquitesensiti-vetot'
This apparent sensitivity had no impirtant bearing on the use of the likelihood func-

tion analysis because the oþtimal density value was the sole matter of interest' Had

the analysis investigated f,it¡ more accurately, e.g., for intervals of 2.5 veh/mi, it is
conceiváble that thsmazimum values of L(t) migttt have been found at such intermediate
points, and that these maximum vah.res miøht !a19 been considerably greater than the

vatuei derivecì in Figures 6 and 8. The goãt of this phase of the investigation was not

to determine the gloñal maximum value of L(t), but roerely to establish the proper

break-point. The resulting location of this point must be interpreted with a maximum

tolerance of t 2.5 veh/mi'
The break-point arályses for hypotheses rI and VI differed in one important respect'

The Edie hypothesis required a diff erent transformation for each of its two regimes in order

to permit it" rr"" of linear regression analysis. The low-density regime was regressed

in terms of Y = In u and x = k; while the hiþh-density regime was regressed in terms of
y = u and x = In k. The resulting error uaiiances were dimensionally incompatible and

could not be used direcUy in computing L(t) . To avoid this problem the low-density re-

;;;;;i"" tine ilo" each väIue of ti was converted to its corresponding nonlinear Jorm,
and the error variance (in terms of u) was computed in terms of the diJference between

the observations and the calibrated curvilinear relationship. Such an approach lacked
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Figure 10. Likelihood function for hypothesis lll (3 Resime Lineor).

some rigor, since the regression line was determined not try minimizing the sum of
squares about the curvilinear form (the mathematics of which are quite cumbersome),
but by a minimization of the squared residuals in the transformed relationship.

Hypothesis IV (the modified Greenberg form) was treated in a similar fashion, ex-
cept that the condition of zero slope was imposed on the low-density regime. The like-
lihood function given by the break-point analysis, again evaluated at 5-veh/mi intervals,
is shownin Figure ?. Three local maximawere observed (k= 40, 50, 55), withthe
global maximum occurring at 55 veh/mi. The differences between the various peaks
were slight.

In the process of computing separate regression lines for each 5-veh/mi increment,
t-values were computed to test the slope of the low-density regime vs zero. Figure ga
shows the results of these tests at five con-fidence levels. For a break-point t > 40
veh,/mi, the slope was significantly greater than zero for all levels, while for t = 25
veh/mi there was no significant di-fference at any level tested. For t = 30 veh/mi there
was no significant difference at levels 0.005 and 0.010.

Figure gb was derived from these results and shows for any given confidence
Ievel, the maximum value of t for which the slope was not significantly greater than
zero. For the levels considered, the curve could not be greater than 35 veh/mi.

To establish the break-point value for this hypothesis, the likelihood function was
considered together with the interpretation of Figure 9b, which provided a basis for
imposing a "hat't of zero slope on the Greenberg hypothesis. Considering the values of
twhichyielded._thepeakvaluesof L(t), andchoosingaconfidencelevelof 0.005, the
optimal break-point was selected to be 35 veh/mi. At any greater value, the stope be-
came significantly greater than zero. At any lower value, the likelihoodfunction fell
appreciably below its maxima. The result of this compromise indicated that "signi-
ficant'f interaction between vehicles began at an average spacing of about 150ft. (While
the original purlose of quoting results for various confidence levels was to provide the
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reader freedom to exercise his own intuition, the peculiar nature of this analysis forced

a decision at the 0.005 level.)
The location or trtá opii*rí break-points for hypothesis.Irr (three linear regimes) was

accãmpiisrred in the 
"uä" 

*untt"r a"ihe analysis of hypothesis II, except that it-re-,
quired an extension to three dimensions. Denoting tfreiivo break-pointg þy " and.s (r

separating the low- and middle-density regimes), 
-L(r, 

s)-was computed for combinations

of r and s for 10-ven7Ãii"""e*e"ts in eittrer variable. Then r and s were varied in

b-;eñ7;i increments in the vicinity of the coordinates (40, ?0) where the maximum ap-

;";;;li; ùe-iocate¿. The analysis in terms of this finer subgrid vielded the (approxi-

mately) optimal ¡reat<-pointt o" " = 40 veh/mi and s = 65 
^veh/mi 

(Fie' 10)'

The ,,spiked" nature of the two-dimensión¿l likelihood functions shown in Figures 6'

? and I suggests that the decision to use a 5-veh/mi subgrid only in one section of the

i", sjpianðîright have been a dangerous one. It is conceivabte that an abrupt increase

might have been discovã"ãá u"V*ñure on the (r, s)planehad a finer analysis grid been

used throughout. Thå surface represented Uy tire l,(r, s)values was characterized by

very slight undulations, ño*uuu", implying tirat 
"9 

such spikes may have existed. Fur-

thermore, the fact tnat ttre three-dimensiõnal analysis reãulted in the same break-point

for its high-density rãgime as did the two-dimensiônal analysis for hypothesis II lends

credence to the strategy selected.

Tests for Distinctty Separate Regimes

Having established the break-points for the four discontinuous hypotheses, the. F-

tests were conductedto compare^each such "calibrated'r hypothesis to the supposition

of strict continuity ou*" thu äntire density range. (Quand-t qoints out that the F-test

used here is sensitive to the location of the true break-points with respect to the ex-

treme ends of ttre Oaá; iire frypotiresls of continuity beco-mes less susceptible to rejection

as the optimat ¡rea"r.-íoini a$f"oacttes either extrlme of the range of the density ob-

servations. )
Table 1 gives the results of these tests. At the 0'025 and 0.010 confidence levels,

the two linear "ugi*ã" 
ãi hypothesis II did not differ significantly from the supposition

that the regression line for-fhe low-density regime prevailed over the entire range of

ä;;;ity. fests for all other hypoûieses révealed significant differences of varying

magnitudes, in¿icatinã lr,"t tn"ä""umption of separáte regimes was in fact justified'

In view of the rejectlåi pãri"V adopted for this rðsearch, hypothesis II was eliminated

irom further considãration, ättttougtt it was subjected to the remaining tests.

TABLE 1

RESULTS OF F.TESTS FOR DISTINCTLY SEPARATE REGIMES

Hypothesis Test Calculated F F-Critical a

IV

IonII

IIonI
IonII
fIonI
II on III
III on II
I onII
IIonI
IonII
II onI

1.555

33. 10
5.388
3.477

64.O7

529.7
3.744

25.46
3.729

| .414
1.552
1. 6964
1. B?64
1.8?6

2.34
2.36

2.06

2.25
2.00

0. 100
0 .050
0.025
0 .010
0.010

0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010

0 .010
0.010

c.010
0.010

1.92
1.84

oAl the 0.025 qnd 0.0ì0 confidence levels, hypothesis ll's two ìineor regimes do

not differ significontly from one lineor regime' AII other tests for oll other hy-

potheses rev"eol significont dìfferences of vorying mognitudes, indicoting thot seP-

oroie regimes os suggested by eoch of these hypotheses in focl exist'
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SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALY.SES

-l

Hypqthesis Equation

Coeffi-
cient standard

OI
Deter- "Ir?"(òal

mrnatton
(r')

F-Ratio Test Slope vg
of Zeîa

Signi-ficance- Values
Values of F of t

- 
ut. Multi- Mean}/rèdrc-.. l{eElme ¡reêtton vs SDeedvarues . t-- .

oft Þtngre (uf)

Jam Optimum
Density Dên8ity

(k¡) (km)

Optimum Maximum
Speed FIow
(c) (s-âx)

I
Greênshields

II
2-regime

IÍnear

m
3-¡egime

llneax

ry
ModiJied

Greenberg

v
Underwood

VI
Edie

U=58.6 - 0.468k

U=60.9 - 0.515k
(k < 65)

IJ=40 - 0.265k
(x > os;

U=50 - 0.098k
(k < 40)

U=81.4 - 0.913k
(40<k<65)

u=40.0 - 0.265k
(k > 65)

u=¿e.O (k < 35)

u=sz.e rn 1aT'5

(k > 35)

-k
U=?6.8effi

-Á

U=54.geffi
(k < 50)

u=20.8 rn 16ï'5

(k > 50)

H't"t'"ut u=48'6e-o'ooo13k'?

.896

.685

.590

. 901

. 681

4.648

4.158

3.556

ã.utb

3.550

100 5

250

16?

1050

245

812

31.8

It.2

11.7

6.9

35.8

11.?

2.1

28.8

L.57

7 .46

22.6

26 .3

40.4

8-59

58.6

60. 9

50 .0

54.9

48.6

125

151

151

62.5

59.2

44,6

29.3

30 .4

4Q,7

40.5

to É

i830

1800

18 15

2iû25

1830

I

ü

I

tr

m

.866 3.867 745 r

T

I

II

48. 0 146 Ðó ¡ 32,8 1760

76.8 56. I ¿4. è 161032.4

15 .4

29. 5 27.2

762 50. 0

62 .0.884 4.571

Critical values at .01 level.
aNo significant difference.
bsicnificånt diff erence.

6. 85 2.36 2.33
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Tests for SigniJicance of Entire Regression

Table 2 gives the F- and t-values for the several tests performed cn each hypothesis'

The fifth coluinn gives tire i-*fuut (essentially a measure of the ratio of explained to

unexplained u""irn"uitó" 
"ignifion"ä 

of the entire regression in terms of the extent to

which the ratio u*"""a"¿ oniiy. The critical values of F for each of the confidence

levels considered were:

2.75
3.92
5. 15
6.85

All hypctheses were highly significant'

Tests for SIoP. e $eatej Than Zero

Theregressionequationsestimatedfor'eachhypothesisweretestedtodetermine
whether or not trre sröes-we* "igniti""ntly 

different Jrom,zero' Nonlinear hypotheses

were so tested ir¡ the context of the 
"pp"op"i"t" 

transformation to linearity' Each

regime of the discontinirous relationihips was tested separately ' For entirely continuous

hypofheses, this teslwas reáunOant to ihe F-test. The sixth column in Table 2 gives

the values of t obta.ineJin this test. Critical t-values for tlie levels of confidence con-

sidered were:

t-Critical
|.29
1. 66
1.98
2.36
2.62

Theonlyhypothesistoexhibitaslopenotsignificantly'differentfromzerowasthe
modified Greenberg .l""tiã" tf"w-density r-J'i*e) . iIo*uu"", this condition was forced

on the hypothesis as described previously'

Confidence Level F-Critical

0. 10
0.05
0.025
0 .01

Confidence Le.Yel

0. i0
0.05
0.025
0.01
0.005

An independent analvsis of mean free speed.fo". t1.1 
"t"-lv. "."^tt^:l.pl::1::,:J.ottåont:

*"ä'"'ì';;ÏiäËnäLíåTiï"î,ri;;iì;; "ith"'ìcaribrated" 
speed-den'"'11 i:gi:::i::".;,In"

;i:üd ;Ï^#i-ññ;;Ë";;'t"-;""0iãit¡" (r1ne. J) *:'li1::il":1.t":P:,t::i'::{"i3i
:äitt"ä;ilä;ätffiäï; ;; ã'ti;;i r;; "ignrilunt 

djtrerenc! between the predicted
r:^u ^^-^i-fa¿l nf ciw

;äilä'J';ää;1îäõ"J";ily ;;Ñ;;t"uri" . rhe .slbsrudy, yl'-:1iT"t::"^1^,*".ir"""
iä'üi"fi:i"":ïöi":ïi;äii"Ë""""""æ Jå""rti"s or less.thâLlq "*4T, viuelded an

estimated mean free ãp"ø "iîZ.O 
m[n with a standard deviation of 4'9 mph'

All hypothes"" 
"*JJp:t-tfr" 

C"""n.tr1u.f¿s relalio'rship failed this test (see t-values in

colomn äãu".t, Table 2i . The critical t-values 'rvere as foì1ows:

t- Critical
1. 28
1.64
1.96
2.33
È. 58

ConJidence Level

0. 10
0.05
0 .025
0.01
0.005

Hypothesis I exhibited a significant di-fference only at the 0.05, 0.025, etc', conficìence

levels. Ignoring the critiõ.I t-values, the actuali-values suggested that the Edie rela-
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TABLE 3

STATISTICS FOR INDIVIDUAL REGIMES OF
DISCONTINUOUS IryPOTHESES

Hypothesis Regime

tionship and the two linear regimes hypoth-
esis (previously rejected) were consider-
ably less inaccurate than the other hypoth-
eses (except Greenshields) on a reiative
basis.

In one respect, an examination of mean
free speed as performed here is little more
than attcurious extrapolation,'r since no
car-following rule is intended to apply at
very low densities. Indeed, the break-
point analysis for hypothesis IV suggested
that no such (statistically significant) inter-
action occurred at densities less than 35
veh/mi. Since in the final analysis some
type of car-following rules theoretically
underlies, or couldprobably be discovered

IV

0.299
0.767

I
u
I
il
iiI
I

T
I

T

0.6?9
0.777

0.125
0.561
0.717

0 .093
0.874

5.343

6.066
¿.otè
9 ro,
4.2L4

3.858
3.424

to underlie all hypotheses tested, the results of these mean free speed tests were not
surprising. The very poor performance of the modified Greenberg hypothesis in pre-
dicting méan free 

"peed, 
however, was quite disappointing since exacting procedures

were employed to force a condition of "no interaction" on its low-density regime,
A truly comprehensive methodology would have imposed similar "ha,ts" on all other

hypotheses. The Greenberg equation was so modified primariiy to permit a finite mean
free speed prediction for purposes of comparative testing. Had a zero-slope regime
been forced on other hypotheses, perhaps a variety of mean free speed predictions
would have resulted, depending on the behavior of the likelihood function for each hy-
pothesis. The complexity of the likelihood function analysis increased considerably
with number of regimes, and time did not permit such extensions.

It should be observed that two hypotheses (V and VI) were formulated to include mean
free speed explicitly as a parameter. In view of the observations discussed above,
interpretation of this parameter as mean free speed per se in any accurate sense im-
plies perhaps too rigorous a faith in such relationships.

In summary, from the standpoint of verifying theory, the test for mean free speed
prediction was not meaningful, An improvement might have been to impose "hats'r on
all hypotheses. From the standpoint of practice, if one is interested only in predicting
mean free speed, but is restricted to measurements at higher ranges of density, the
Greenshields form would appear to be most appropriate.

M'easures of Goodness-of- Fit
Table 2 gives the values of the composite coefficient of determination (r') and the

composite standard error of estimate (se) for atl hypotheses. The quotation of such
composite statistics for discontinuous hypotheses was intended to facilitate comparisons
among all relationships considered. (Vaiues of r2 and s" for individual regimes of each
discontinuous relationship are given in Table 3.) -

Table 2 gives the consistentlradeoff between 12 and s": the higher the r2 value, the
higher the standard error. Because of this consistent tradeoff, these statistics taken
together at face value gave no meaningful comparative information. One interesting
result, however, was the tendency for these two composite statistics to decrease with
the number of regimes hypothesized.

INTERPRETATTON

Results

Aithough the tests described followed quite religiously the rejection philosophy under-
tying the entire research effort, they failed to give very meaningful results after all.
It should be emphasized that this failure in no way implies that similar rigor should not
be applied in other research endeavors. To develop a rigorous test structure within
which binary conclusions might be permitted is one matter; the tests described served
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this criterion weII. But the structure itself was not suJficient to permit meaningful

Làãpn"i"on", simpty necause most hypotheses behaved either extremely well or ex-

tremely poorly and consistenily so for-each test. There were always considerable 
.

variations among the F- and t-ïalues for each hypothesis. But comparedto critical

values for conventional confidence limits, these'differences were negtigibte- The tests

could have exhibited consiaera¡re falsifiability had critical values been applied for levels

of confidence on the o-"-J"" o1 iótu. The rejeciion of a hypothesis at such a confidence

Ievet presents a difficult probtem i' i.rte"iiãøti;;, i"; th" diffu""nce between 10-5 and

ió:ãìå;; ututy to be asintuitivety evident to the iesearcher as that between 0.01 and

0.005.
while it might appear from these results that classical tools of statistical inference

are not necessarily trr" t"y to successful experimentatjon,. i.t should be realized that

more meaningful tesis Could have been deveioped had it not been for the fact that inde-

pendent estimates of pa*á*eturs other than mean free speedwere not available' Ref-

erence is made 
"p""iìiããif' 

to jam density and maximum ftow. Measuring mean free

;;;;ã i,r;" inAepãnAeJir"fri"" was (and is, in generat) a much simpler task than ac-

quiring independent statistical estimates of eithãr ki or q¡' The only way to estimate

jam density would havã been to measure the averagé density over a mile-long section

of lane 2 (or some sufficientiy great fraction of that distance) when the average flow

rate was negligible, and to conáuct su"i, *ãasurements with frequency sufficient to yield

a meaningfut sampte sizelsucft an analysis of the facility studied here rvould have re-

quired advanced knowledge of the occurrence of accidents). Similarly, an independent

estimate of maximum flow is not easy to determine'
Because ttre various irypotireses eñdured these tests with so little differentiation,

there remaine¿ consioe"ántu utitooe for judgment on more directly intuitive grounds '

Whiie the reader i" ãnãoo"uged torvard se¡-lnterpretation, ìt seems appropriate to

point out the more obvious dãficiencies in the vaiious hypotheses outside of the contest

of a stri¿t test structure:

1 . The value of mean free speed (?6 ' 8 mph) predicted by the Underwood curve was

considerably high, pu"li"ùf".f'ïi.,"u'tms reiaiiónship was developed partly to permit a

finite estimate of tú;-;;;;;ier (as oppo""o to ttre originat Greenberg relationship) '
2. Previous experience with the opurttion of the study location and inspection of

speed-volume diagrams indicated an óptimum speed in the vicinity of at least 40 mph'

Except for the .efatio"ãitip advanced ly naie anã the three linear regimes hypothesis'

ttre vãrious values for optimum speed were rather low'
3. The jam a"nJiiväi"" tizíveh/mi) predicted by the Greenshietds hvpothesis was

extremelY low.

considering these observations in a'trejection" context, it,became evident that the

Edie form (and perhaps the three linear t"þim"s hypothesis,. ignoring it"-relatively

poor prediction of rn"'*. f"u" speed) *""rtñtud furitrer attention' Three further ob-

ã"tuuiiotts were of interest in this connection:

1. These two hypotheses yieldedthe highest estimates for maximum flow (1,845 and

Z,OZS ien/nr for hyþotheses III 
"u19 T.' respectively);

Z. They furthermore yielded the highesi (finite)"óstimates for jam density (151 a'nd

162.Ê veh/mi for III a"nd VI, respectively) ; and ^ 2 .

3. Although tne' rã"ritu¿ in ^tne two íáiuest values for r2, they yielded the two lowest

values for the standard error of estimate'

Thefactthatthesetwohypothesesgavethehighestestimatesformaximumflowis
significant. 1'nat aïow of i, A+S to ZIOZS vetr/tri is possibte on the middle lane of a

three-lane urban freeway is íot an unrea-sonable confention. Indeed, within some upper

bound (say, 2, 100 veh/hr), a high value is most appealing sincethisparameterestimates

the maximum flow which might possibly be sustainéd over a meaningful time period'

With regard to tfr"se two äaximu* ilow values, the maximum in each case was not a

local maximum, but rather a boundary value of thê low-density regime-'. In particular,

the extension of ttre freeflow curve of hypothesis YI yielded an "optimal" density (of

interest as a parameter oniy) of 163.0 vãn/mi. Thii extremely high value, which
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actually exceeded the jam density value given by the forced-flow curve, indicated a def-
inite discrepancy in comparison to Ediets results for Lincoln T\rnnel data (g). Allowing
the two regi.mes to overlap, he determined a break-point 'rrange" of ?b to 1Õ-0 veh/mi
(presumably by inspection), and an optimum density of 90 veh/mi. While it is generally
agreed that optimum density is lower for a freeway than for a tunnel, the parameter
representing the corresponding Iocal maximum location in this research was almost
twice as high as the value determined by Edie.

Inspection of the sample observations (Fig. 2) shows that the form of each regime
was somewhat sensitive to the location of the break-point. Consequently it would not be
surprising to find, using a similar tikelihood function analysis, that km for some other
urban freeway were considerably lower than t64 veh/mi, This is pariiìularly true since
the study locationwas immediately upstream from a sectionwith slightly lower capacity.
For the data given in this research, however, a very vigorous methodology was exìr-
cised in locati.ng the break-point; the 163.9 figure tests upon quite sound statistical
procedures . To have assumed an overlap between regimes might have led to consicler-
abiy different results, but his assumption could not have been treated in any fashíon ex-
cept by inspection for'tbest fit." Whether an overlap is desirable from a theoretical
standpoint is debatable.

The second observation listed-that hypotheses III and VI also predicted the highest
(finite) values for jam density-is also sifnificant. In general, the (finite) k¡ valJes
predicted by all hypotheses seemed quite low. In terms of extremes, it is cbnceivable
that a density of roughly 300 veh/mi is potentially measurable (bumper-to-bumper con-
ditions for one mile) . More realistically, it is generally agreed that the jam density
for a freeway lane is less than for a tunnel lane. But even the value estimated by
hypothesis VI (162.5 veh/mi) was far below Edie's result for the Lincoln Tunnel (265
veh/mi). Of course, neither value has been checked against an independent estimate;
thus, whether the tunnel value is too high or the freeway values are too low is yet to be
resolved. (At k = 265 veh/mi, both hypotheses V and \III predicted a value of Ápeed
which was not significantly greater than zero.)

Fi.nally, with regard to the third observation listed, the fact that hypotheses Itr and
VI yielded the two lowest values for the standard error of estimate waÀ somewhat ap-
pealing. After aII, the end purpose of a reg{ession analysis is to predict; this poini of
view would tend to favor the use of ss ov€r r" as a figure-of-merit.

In sum.mary, the results tended to support these two hypotheses above aII others
considered (according to the interpretations). From the standpoint of logical theoretical
consistency, the Edie hypothesis certainly excels in comparison to the three linear
regimes alternative. From the less elegant standpoint of apptication, however, all
hypotheses (except the two linear regimes) performed well enough to warrant continued
use.

The converted speed-volume and volume-density ptots of the regression lines of the
various hypotheses are shown in Figures 11 through 31 in the Appendix. In these forms,
the three linear regimes, and particularly the Edie formulation, are somewhat more
satisfying in the maximum flow range.

Methodology

Several novel techniques were employed in this research. Of interest is the compu-
tation of representative composite statistics for discc¡ntinuous and/or nonlinear relation-
ships. These techniques should be considered for continued use and improvement. The
state of regression theory has lagged the need for treating complicated relationships
such as those analyzed in this research. While the technÍques used here suffered from
certain limitations, they seem to offer the best available means for conducting such a
comparative analysis.

The most important result of this research, as far as experimental techniques are
concerned, was the successful implementation of the break-point analysis suggested by
Quandt. The break-points resulting from these analyses agreed quite well with visual
inspections of the sample scatter diagram. Such analyses were time-consuming only
because of the magnitude of the particular stud¡r. the times of computer runs and
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complexity of analyses were not at all overburdening. The only disadvantage of the

technique was that tne hrge scope of tne gtudy did-.no! permit a very precise exploration

of the likeiihood t""ction"ilonsôquently, the results based on such break-point locations

were not as accurate as might be desired'
The validity of ttre break"-point techniq-ue was checked by applying it to a set of.data

for which three lineari"ái-ãt had been iypothesized and lo.cated by a factor- analysis

ãciteme (iz). trre resutting break-points þiven by tfe likelihood function analysis were

ui"t*tty'-iã'"ntical to the results of the factor analysis'
Finalty, it seems õ;;"p"i"[" to emphasize oné point: the question of establishing a

test structu"" to pu"*iîmËaningfut statistical inferlnce. Establishing a test st-ructure

in terms of confidence limits is a necessary but insufficient.condition for providing-a

meaningful y"r-o"-* a"ãi"io". The suJficient condition is that the test be designed to

give such binary Aecision po*"" within the range of intuitively comprehensible con'fidence

Iimits.

CONCLUSIONS

The important results regarding the comparison of alte-rnative hypotheses are listed

below. It should ¡" ãÀprra"ired that these cïnclusions reflect the authors' intuitions to

some degree.

1. The Greenshields hypothesis prediction of mean-free-speed was much superior

to that of aII other nypotheses. The importance of this prediction is slight from a the-

oretical standpoint Ji^trã" "o 
following-rule is presumed to apply at such low-density

conditions
2.ThesuppositÍonoftwolinearregimeswasshowntobeinsignificantlydifferent

from one linear regime.
3. Although its performance on the mean-free-speed test was relatively poor, the

three linear "ugi-"" 
twpothesis gave relatively good estimates of optimum sp9ed,

maximum flow and ¡am ãensity. Its standar¿ érior was the second lowest of the seven

ttypoirr""""; its coefficient of determination was lowest'
4. The modi-fieo-creenllerg hypothesis exhibited only fair performance with respect

to all parameters e*aÀinea. Ïts-values for maximum flow, mean-free-speed, and

optimum speedwerà 
"tiglrtly 

low, but not distinctly so. The break-point analysis for

this form implied that tñe túreshold of interaction between vehicles on the fac'ility was

about 35 vehicles/lane-mile, a spacing of 150 ft'
5 . Except for having the highest r' value, the underwood form gave poor r^esults '

While no statistical tesi offereã such a distiíction, the extremely high value of mean-

free-speed was quitã ¿lsturbing, particularly since this reLationship was developed

ù;A;; permit ä ti'itu estimJte 
-ot 

this parimeter . Furthermore, both the optimum

ãp"uA and maximum volume values were low '
6. The Edie fo"*ulation gave the best estimaLes of the funda;mental parameters'

whil; il;^;t;;; th" second lowest, its standard error was the lowest of all hvpotheses'

The analysis of this research yieláed a sámewhat different form than that given in Ediers

own vrork, in that the optimum density value was found to occur at the boundary between

the free flow and 
"ongåãt"¿ 

regimes, rather than at the apogee of the free flow curve.

7 . In no respect iîas the bell curve outstanding in its þrédictive ability ' A relatively

low estimate of mean-free-speed was anticipated by its very formulation' However'

the actual mearr-freã-speeo ôt the facility appeared to be considerably higher than pre-

dicted bY this hYPothesis.

From a methodological point of view, the following results of this study were of

interest:
1. A maximum Iikelihood technique for Iocating optimal break-pointsinmulti-regime

regression anaÌyses was implemented successfully '

2. Novel ¿echniques of estimating goãdness-of-fit for nonl-inear and/ot discontinuous

regressions were developed and used' 
^L +L^ '^-^kr^* ^r nnmn

3. The original intention of tliis research was to approach the problem of 
-comparing

alternative hypotheses by means of a rigãrous structurè of falsifiabie tests ' In the final
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analysis, however, almost all conclusions were based on intuition alone since the sta-
tistical tests provided little decision power after all. Establishing a test structure in
terms of confidence limits is a necessary but insufficient condition for providingamean-
ingful yes-or-no decision. The suJficient condition is that the test be dèsigned io give
such binary decision power within the range of conventional confidence limits.
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Figure 23. Speed-density reloiionship-Underwood hypothesis'
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